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NON SIAMO ATLANTIDE (We Are 
Not Atlantis) was born in 2020 
thanks to Piero Zerbin and Cristina 
Lambiase at Aquileia (ITALY) - a 
UNESCO Site - to tell stories and 
inspire all people about 
sustainability practices across a 
World Heritage Site inspired by the 
UN Agenda 2030. 

The voice of other futures 

From this year The Municipality of 
Aquileia is taking the lead while 
one relevant actor is joining our 
Scientific Committee and 
Organizing Board: the Giant Trees 
Foundation. New partners includes 
also Fondazione So.Co.Ba and the 
National Archeological Museum of 
Aquileia



The Festival: being  
REGENERATION for the 
World Heritage sites
The Festival, this year in third edition, is becoming 
bigger: three days of activities, dialogues, labs, 
lectio magistralis, theatre performances, 
archeological sites visits, giant trees lessons, and 
natural urban design 

Our Values: UN 2030 Agenda - SDG 5,12,15

5-Gender Equality: stage equally shared by 50% 
women and man speakers, gender free
communication

12-Responsible Consumption and Production: zero 
food waste policies and only local “Good” production 
showcase

15-Life on Land: zero plastic, zero single-use, 
limited energy consumption from fossil fuels, carbon 
footprint directly offset on the site



Area1
STAGE - vault of sky

A new space to make alive the most 
extensive mosaic floor of the Western 
Roman Empire: the Giant Trees 
Foundation will bring, in world premiere, 
the last expedition South America 2022 
(April-July) to discover the Amazon basin 
in Peru, Ecuador and Brazil, lead by the 
explorer Mr Andrea Maroè

On stage from the Peruvian region of 
Madre de Dios una pasionaria will shout 
out about the endangered Amazon, and 
The Economy of Francesco open up new 
economic frontiers: Common Goods and 
Youth will save all of us



Area2
STAGE - base camp

Theme 2022: Ascensions

This is a out of time space, noise-
free, with dialogues between poets, 
explorers, professors, writers, 
scientists, musicians, creatives, 
artists. Here we talk just about 
soulful stories: being sustainable 
how-where-why-what, new 
dimensions to look for a life able to 
move beyond



Area3
conference at the Museum

Aquileia-Assisi not just a destination. 
Sacred places where perceptions of 
infinity tell a different story and 
experiences. Another dimension both 
for the residents and the visitors.

University of Udine – Department of 
Humanities and Cultural Heritage will 
host a round table discussion on how 
art, history and tourism impact 
spiritual sustainability. The 
connections are relevant for a Unesco
Site and it’s time to speak aloud: Are 
we going to the right direction? 



Area4
business
A space to show augmented 
entrepreneurship

New generations and its values, 
arts and crafts, traditional 
knowledge, creative company 
culture respects the people, the 
local history, the territory 
where they operate

They are entrepreneurs with 
eyes coming from the future

Regional products to discover, 
understand and walk off with



Area5
design lab

Unguentum lab hosts a sensorial 
chocolate experience with the 
co-founder and CEO of the 
visionary UK brand BRIK –
partner of Royal College of Art, 
London Fashion School, Farfetch, 
Rolls Royce – with mentions by 
the Financial Times and 
Wallpaper

Transcendent and aesthetic – her 
chocolate design expands eyes 
while diving into taste



Area6
kids
Labs in English and Italian for 
schools and kids, learning 
about UN Agenda 2030, climate 
change and biodiversity loss, 
plastic & co., gender inclusion, 
World Heritage preservation 

Theatre stage about human 
ecology…to plant good seeds at 
the heart of future generations



Area7
workshops for business 

We don’t know but we learn: 
WWF and Legambiente, non-
financial reporting, official 
carbon offset programs and 
certifications, intangible 
company culture and heritage, 
biomimicry with trees and 
natural ecosystems



Area8
planet Z

STOP Blah Blah Blah

Youth for Youth, for those willing 
a future where forests still exist, 
where clean air and healthy food 
rap, and Nature is Mother and 
Sister

Activism, Determination, 
Communication: from a famous
songwriter proud of his roots and 
bold, from an Italian activist with 
attitude zero fear of COP26 in 
Glasgow. And this unites them!



2020 and 2021 TILES
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c.lambiasebj@gmail.com
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